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When somebody should go to the ebook stores, search foundation by
shop, shelf by shelf, it is essentially problematic. This is why we provide
the books compilations in this website. It will unconditionally ease you
to see guide The European Union A Citizens Guide as you such as.
By searching the title, publisher, or authors of guide you essentially
want, you can discover them rapidly. In the house, workplace, or
perhaps in your method can be all best area within net connections. If
you try to download and install the The European Union A Citizens
Guide, it is certainly easy then, in the past currently we extend the
associate to buy and make bargains to download and install The
European Union A Citizens Guide hence simple!

Youth Citizenship and the European Union Sep 29 2022 This book
applies a number of different disciplinary and geographical perspectives
to ascertain whether and how European youth identify with the EU, trust
EU institutions and engage in EU issues. It investigates the factors and
processes that predict the different ways in which young Europeans
engage (or do not engage) with social and political issues and become
active European citizens. The volume is based on results from the first
two years of the Horizon 2020 CATCH-EyoU project (“Constructing
AcTive CitizensHip with European Youth: Policies, Practices,
Challenges and Solutions”). It addresses different dimensions of active
citizenship in the EU and different processes and contexts that explain
the construction of youth active citizenship, including societal-level
factors such as policy context and media; interaction-level contexts such
as school and family; and individual-level factors. The final chapter
emphasizes the impact of the current historical context on the
development of young Europeans’ civic identity and their understanding
of the social and political reality. With contributions from a variety of
disciplines including psychology, political science, communications and
education, and spanning geographic contexts across Europe, this book
will be of interest to researchers studying contemporary European youth

and the construction of young people’s identity. This book was
originally published as a special issue of the European Journal of
Developmental Psychology. Chapters 1 and 5 are available Open Access
at https://www.routledge.com/products/9780367236557.
Brexit and Democracy Nov 07 2020 This volume addresses an
important aspect of Brexit that has been ever-present in public debates,
but has so far not received corresponding attention by academic
scholars, namely the role of parliaments and citizens in this process. To
address this gap, this book brings together an international group of
authors who provide a comprehensive and multidisciplinary treatment of
this subject. Specifically, the contributors, scholars from the UK and
across Europe, provide diverse accounts of the role of regional, national
and European parliaments and citizens from the perspectives of Law,
Political Science and European Studies. The book is structured in three
parts focused on developments, respectively, in the UK, in the
parliaments of the EU27, and at the EU level. Beyond providing a
comprehensive examination of the scrutiny of Brexit, the book utilises
the insights gained from this experience for a study of executivelegislative relations in the European Union more generally, examining
the balance, or lack thereof, between governments and parliaments. In
this way, the book also speaks to some of the long-lasting, indeed
perennial questions about the effects of constitutional provisions and
political practice in the context of European democracy.
The EU Citizenship Directive: a Commentary Dec 29 2019 The EU
Citizenship Directive defines the right of free movement for citizens of
the European Economic Area. It applies to EU citizens and their family
members who move to another Member State. This might at first seem
like a straightforward definition, but immediately questions arise.
Whodetermines if a person is an EU citizen at all? What about dual
citizens of two Member States, or of one Member State and a nonMember State (a "third State")? What is the position of EU citizens who
move to one Member State, and then return to their home Member
State?This book provides a comprehensive commentary of the EU's
Citizens' Directive tracing the evolution of the Directive's provisions,
placing each article in its historical and legislative context. Special
emphasis is placed on highlighting the connections and interactions

between the Directive'sconstituent provisions so as to permit a global
appreciation of the system of free movement rights to which the
Directive gives effect. Each provision is annotated containing a detailed
analysis of the case-law of the Court of Justice as well as of related
measures impacting upon the Directive'sinterpretation including
European Commission reports and guidelines on the Directive's
implementation.This fully-updated new edition includes dscussion of
relevant case law since the first edition, and has been expanded to
include detailed discussion of rights of EU and UK citizens after Brexit
in the withdrawal agreement.
The Evolving Concept of Community Citizenship:From the Free
Movement of Persons to Union Citizenship May 26 2022 This book is
based on the doctoral thesis which the author prepared and defended at
the European University Institute in Florence. Following the adoption of
the Treaty on European Union, the concept of Community or Union
citizenship has been the subject of widespread academic and political
debate. Part I of this book provides a framework within which to
examine the concept of Community or Union citizenship. It
distinguishes nationality and citizenship, discusses the importance of
Member State nationality for both free movement of persons in the
European Community and Union citizenship and, finally, examines the
traditional requirement in Community law of involvement in an
economic activity. Part II focuses on the relationship between the
principle of equal treatment and Union citizenship, given the fact that
many of the rights conferred on Union citizens are simply extended to
them on the basis of the principle of equal treatment. Finally, Part III
looks beyond equal treatment and questions whether a direct relationship
can be said to exist between Union citizens and the Union. It also
suggests some of the issues relevant to citizenship which may feature at
the forthcoming Intergovernmental Conference in 1996. The overall
objective of the book is to discuss whether citizenship is an appropriate
description of the rights which Union citizens enjoy on the basis of
Community law or the duties to which they may become subject.
Enraged Citizens, European Peace and Democratic Deficits Jul 04 2020
In March 2010, Robert Menasse went to Brussels to begin researching a
novel about the European Union. Instead of producing a work of fiction,

however, his extended stay in Brussels resulted in The European
Courier, a text in which he examines the European community from its
beginnings in the transnational "Montanunion" (European Coal and Steel
Community, 1951) to the current "financial crisis" of the European
Union. In the course of his analysis, Menasse focuses on the institutional
structures and forces that work to advance--or obstruct--the European
project and its goal of a truly postnational European democracy. Given
the internal tensions among the European Commission, the European
Parliament, and the European Council, Menasse argues that what is
frequently misunderstood as a financial crisis is, in fact, a political one.
As Menasse claims in The European Courier, "Either the Europe of
nation-states will perish or the project of transcending the nation-states
will."
The Reconceptualization of European Union Citizenship Jun 26 2022
This book maps out, from a variety of theoretical standpoints, the
challenges generated by European integration and EU citizenship for
community membership, belonging and polity-making beyond the state.
It does so by focusing on three main issues of relevance for how EU
citizenship has developed and its capacity to challenge state sovereignty
and authority as the main loci of creating and delivering rights and
protection. First, it looks at the relationship between citizenship of the
Union and European identity and assesses how immigration and access
to nationality in the Member States impact on the development of a
common European identity. Secondly, it discusses how the idea of
solidarity interacts with the boundaries of EU citizenship as constructed
by the entitlement and capacity of mobile citizens to enjoy equality and
social rights as EU citizens. Thirdly, the book engages with issues of EU
citizenship and equality as the building blocks of the EU project. By
engaging with these themes, this volume provides a topical and
comprehensive account of the present and future development of Union
citizenship and studies the collisions between the realisation of its
constructive potential and Member State autonomy.
A Soul for Europe: A reader Nov 19 2021 After moving for ten plus
years towards an ever closer union, the European Union and its citizens
now face the choice whether to establish a full-fledged common polity.
This decision requires a Europe-wide debate that includes the candidate

states. European citizens must discuss what (if any) common values,
principles and basic policies they share. A European identity involves
the Union's institutions becoming rooted in the "soul" of the citizens,
whatever its relationship might be to the existing national and local
identities. Only then will the EU possess democratic legitimacy and
support. These two volumes are written by authors with a political and
intellectual interest in the European process. They discuss the EU's
unprecedented character as a peacefull and voluntary union of peoples,
its understandable obstacles encountered along the way to further
integration, and the Union's less acceptable shortcomings. The first
volume is written for the general reader. It examines the essential
components of a European political identity in relation to democracy,
citizenship, social justice, war and peace, freedom and borders. It also
explores the history of this identity. The second volume is a collection of
scientific essays. These provide in-depth analysis of fundamental aspects
of European cultural identity such as religion, art and economic culture,
myth and civil society. The two volumes can be read independently.
However, we hope readers of either one will feel stimulated to reach for
the other.
The European Union: A Citizen's Guide Oct 31 2022 The essential
Pelican introduction to the European Union - its history, its politics, and
its role today For most of us today, 'Europe' refers to the European
Union. At the centre of a seemingly never-ending crisis, the EU remains
a black box, closed to public understanding. Is it a state? An empire? Is
Europe ruled by Germany or by European bureaucrats? Does a single
European economy exist after all these years of economic integration?
And should the EU have been awarded the Nobel peace prize in 2012?
Critics tell us the EU undermines democracy. Are they right? In this
provocative volume, political scientist Chris Bickerton provides an
answer to all these key questions and more at a time when understanding
what the EU is and what it does is more important than ever before.
A Sacred Union of Citizens Jul 28 2022 This book is a major
contribution to Washington scholarship.--Washington Times
A European Social Citizenship? Oct 26 2019 The aim of this book is to
explore and reflect upon preconditions of a specific European social
dimension, or more specifically of a European social citizenship.

Welfare and social policies in Europe are deeply entrenched in state
histories; the success of the welfare state stems from its ability during a
fairly long historical period to unify social citizenship, full employment,
mass education and a functional industrial relations system. The
historical connection between welfare regimes built upon the nation
state, and popular democracy founded in party voting, makes the
deepening and widening of a common European project a highly risky
undertaking and an open process with a radically uncertain outcome.
The dilemma in the form of uneasy relationships among national welfare
regimes and the evolutionary process of increased market integration driven both by market forces (globalisation) and the European Union as
a political project - is well known and has been demonstrated by
different commentators. Every step of deepening market integration in
Europe tends to threaten and put pressure on the existing national
welfare regimes. As their own populations generally support them, the
legitimacy of the EU is at risk. The book analyses the prospects of a
coordinated social dimension at the European level, matching the market
integration, and what role the concept of citizenship can play in such a
scenario.
Young People's Perceptions of Europe in a Time of Change Oct 07 2020
This open access book presents findings from 15 European countries
participating in the second cycle of the IEA International Civic and
Citizenship Education Study (ICCS 2016). The study investigates the
ways in which young people are prepared to undertake their roles as
citizens in a range of countries in the second decade of the 21st century.
It responds to new and persisting challenges in the area of civic and
citizenship education. The main results presented in this book are based
on data collected using a European student questionnaire and provide
insights into lower-secondary students’ views on European identity
(such as whether they identify as European, or have opportunities to
learn about Europe in school), perceptions of freedom of movement and
immigration (such as attitudes toward immigration, restriction of
freedom of movement, and the freedom of European citizens to live and
work across Europe), and perceptions of Europe and its future (such as
views on European cooperation, expectations regarding Europe’s future,
and attitudes toward the European Union). For the 12 countries that

participated in the previous cycle (ICCS 2009), ICCS 2016 reveals
changes in young people’s perceptions of immigration and European
identity between 2009 and 2016. Test and questionnaire data from the
international core study are used to review the extent to which regionspecific perceptions are related to other factors, such as students’ level of
civic knowledge and social or educational contexts.
European Citizenship and Identity Outside of the European Union
Apr 24 2022 This book critically engages with the concept of European
identity and citizenship, and the role of the European Union in diaspora,
membership and emigration policies. It presents original research on
European governance of emigration and citizenship and considers
European integration in a global context. It questions whether there can
be a European diaspora outside the European Union, if European
governance of emigration is possible, and whether the EU can or should
govern its diasporas in the global era. By engaging with concepts of
European citizenship, diaspora and identity, the author examines the
weak meaning of Europe for EU nationals living abroad and finds that
European public spaces, present and sustained within the European
Union territory, are largely not exported outside of it. Equal treatment
and equal rights become empty concepts for Europeans leaving the
European Union as they lose their European citizenship. This book will
be of key interest to scholars and students of European Union politics,
European studies, migration studies, American and Canadian studies,
and the sociology of migration.
EU Citizenship and Federalism May 02 2020 Leading experts in EU
constitutional law examine the foundational importance of citizenship
rights in delimiting the scope of EU law.
Free Movement of Persons in the European Union Feb 08 2021
Drawing extensively on the entire body of applicable case law, this indepth study analyses what the free movement of persons provisions of
the EC Treaty have come to mean in todayand’s Europe. The author
posits the emergence of a new constitutional dimension whereby the
Member States bear considerable duties towards Union citizens qua
citizens rather than just qua economic actorsand?a duty not to interfere
with individual rights, a duty to respect individual rights, and a duty to
protect individual rightsand—duties to be understood in the context of

Union citizenship. Among the relevant issues scrutinised in the course of
the analysis are the following: and• the refinement of the concept of
discrimination; and• the notion of and‘non-discriminatory barrierand’
and remuneration in relation to the free movement of services; and• nondiscriminatory barriers to the freedom of establishment and the
movement of workers; and• the inadequacy of the market access test;
and• the notion of Union citizenship and its impact on the economic free
movement provisions; and• the right to pursue an economic activity free
of disproportionate market regulation. The book contains a detailed and
extensive analysis of the relevant case law. As a deeply-informed
assessment of the conceptual underpinnings and normative potentialities
of these fundamental Community rights, Free Movement of Persons in
the European Union will be of inestimable value to academics, as well as
to postgraduate students and others concerned with the ongoing process
of European integration.
European Union Citizenship May 14 2021
Citizen Participation in Democratic Europe Jun 22 2019 "This book
brings together academics as well as practitioners to give a forwardlooking, holistic view of the realities of EU citizen participation across
the spectrum of participatory opportunities"-Social Rights, Active Citizenship and Governance in the European
Union Feb 29 2020 This collection presents the main outcomes
concerning social rights, active citizenship, and governance in the
European Union, as presented at the final conference of the Civil Society
and New Forms of Governance in Europe (CINEFOGO) Network of
Excellence (Brussels, March 2009). The classic social debate about
active citizen involvement in governance has re-emerged in the changing
contexts of globalization and European integreation. Researchers have
been involved in deepening the understanding of the role of civil society
and new forms of governance in Europe and the making of European
citizenship. They have been systematically studying political, legal,
institutional, and economic conditions, as well as the different roles of
various actors and institutions, the extent of their involvement in
decision-making, and how their actions influence the changing human
living conditions, including the actual accessibility of social rights for
EU citizens. Different aspects of the structural changes to welfare states,

and the extent and forms of citizens' participation in addressing public
affairs, have been placed in the center of research attention. (Series:
European Civil Society)
Citizenship in the European Union Sep 17 2021 The book proposes a
new approach to constitutional analysis of the EU and its legal
framework, arguing that the existence of constitutional rights norms
within EU law enables this particular legal order to respond effectively
to societal and political challenges within the rigidity of
constitutionalism. Providing new perspectives on constitutionalism in
the EU, this book considers the way the Court of Justice of the European
Union (CJEU) discusses and applies the EU citizenship Treaty norms by
analysing the courts approach to decision making, which resembles the
balancing and weighing of conflicting principles.
European Citizenship and Social Integration in the European Union
Mar 24 2022 Since 2008, the European Union has been affected by one
of the most severe crises in the history of Europe. This book builds on
the work of Jürgen Habermas to answer the key question: is Europe
strong enough to overcome the recent crisis? Arguing that recovery can
only take place if the citizens of Europe regard themselves as members
of a socially integrated European society, this volume sets out three
conditions for successful European social integration: European citizens
mutually respect each other as equals, accepting that all EU citizens
should have equal economic, political and social rights. Those citizens
objecting to the idea of European equality should not constitute a
minority with potential for mobilisation that could impede the ongoing
process of European social integration. Europeans act upon their equality
beliefs in everyday practice – without differentiating between nationals
and EU migrants. Based on a survey carried out in Germany, Spain,
Poland and Turkey, the authors argue that the requirements for a socially
integrated Europe are largely in place already. Their findings allow for
optimism regarding the future of the EU, as the cultural foundations for
a democratisation of Europe are laid. This volume develops a theoretical
framework of a socially integrated European community, and will be
useful for students and scholars of sociology, citizenship studies, social
policy, political science and European studies.
Claiming Citizenship Rights in Europe Aug 05 2020 While the European

integration project is facing new challenges, abandonments and
criticism, it is often forgotten that there are powerful legal instruments
that allow citizens to protect and extend their rights. These instruments
and the actions taken to activate them are often overlooked and
deliberately ignored in the mainstream debates. This book presents a
selection of cases in which legal institutions, social movements, avantgardes and minorities have tried, and often succeeded, to enhance the
current state of human rights through traditional as well as innovative
actions. The chapters of this book investigate some of the cases in which
the gap between the conventionally recognized rights and those
advocated is becoming wider and where traditionally disadvantaged
groups raise new problems or new issues are emerging concerning
individual freedom, transparency and accountability, which are not yet
properly addressed in the current political and legal landscape. Can
political institutions and courts without coercive power of last resort
actually foster more progressive rights? This book suggests that the
expansion of human rights might be a viable strategy to generate a
proper European citizenship. This text will be of key interest to scholars
and students of European Studies, Politics and International Relations,
Law and Society, Sociology and Migration Studies and more broadly to
NGOs and policy advisers.
European Citizenship Under Stress Dec 09 2020 "European
Citizenship, although derived from the nationalities of the Member
States, came to play a significant independent role in reforming
European constitutionalism in unanticipated ways by undermining some
of the key assumptions underlying the notions of citizenship, equality
and democratic accountability. Instead of lingering merely as a superstructure atop Member State nationalities, it instead reshuffles the
constitutional basics and not all Europeans emerge as winners as a
result"-The Citizenship Revolution Mar 12 2021 Most Americans believe that
the ratification of the Constitution in 1788 marked the settlement of
post-Revolutionary disputes over the meanings of rights, democracy, and
sovereignty in the new nation. In The Citizenship Revolution, Douglas
Bradburn undercuts this view by showing that the Union, not the Nation,
was the most important product of independence. In 1774, everyone in

British North America was a subject of King George and Parliament. In
1776 a number of newly independent "states," composed of "American
citizens" began cobbling together a Union to fight their former fellow
countrymen. But who was an American? What did it mean to be a
"citizen" and not a "subject"? And why did it matter? Bradburn’s
stunning reinterpretation requires us to rethink the traditional
chronologies and stories of the American Revolutionary experience. He
places battles over the meaning of "citizenship" in law and in politics at
the center of the narrative. He shows that the new political community
ultimately discovered that it was not really a "Nation," but a "Union of
States"—and that it was the states that set the boundaries of belonging
and the very character of rights, for citizens and everyone else. To those
inclined to believe that the ratification of the Constitution assured the
importance of national authority and law in the lives of American
people, the emphasis on the significance and power of the states as the
arbiter of American rights and the character of nationhood may seem
strange. But, as Bradburn argues, state control of the ultimate meaning
of American citizenship represented the first stable outcome of the crisis
of authority, allegiance, and identity that had exploded in the American
Revolution—a political settlement delicately reached in the first years of
the nineteenth century. So ended the first great phase of the American
citizenship revolution: a continuing struggle to reconcile the promise of
revolutionary equality with the pressing and sometimes competing
demands of law, order, and the pursuit of happiness.
Increasing the Citizens' EU Awareness Jun 14 2021 Master's Thesis
from the year 2007 in the subject Politics - International Politics - Topic:
European Union, grade: 2,0, University of Münster, 73 entries in the
bibliography, language: English, abstract: In the year of the 50th
anniversary of the Treaties of Rome, and the 15th year after the (legal)
creation of the European Union by the Treaty of Maastricht, European
Integration slowed down considerably due to certain hindrances such as
the rejection of the Constitutional Treaty, a low turnout at the last
election to the European Parliament, and also the necessary revision of
the main ‘future project’, the Lisbon Agenda. However, over the last 15
years we have witnessed a successful process of integration.
Notwithstanding this successful story of economic integration and peace

and security – one of the most important, but today often neglected
attainments of the EU – the process of constant integration seems to
have been too fast for the citizens of the European Union: although
being legally ‘Europeans’ since 1992, the demos of the Union does not
seem to feel connected to its newly gained political entity. Thus, the
Union suffers from considerable democracy, legitimacy and accountability deficits. One reason - and characteristic at the same time - is
the low participation and involvement of the Europeans in the political
system of the Union. This assumption is the real starting point of this
work. People need to participate to a greater extent in order to gain a
more democratic political system in the EU and thus lay the basis for
further integration, which is needed to cope with the arising challenges
of the 21st century. But people can only participate in a system they
know and knowledge about the EU is quite low. And there is no media
attention and therefore a lack of European Publicity. This work analyses
what kind of influence the European Commission can have on this
sphere of problems, either by its media policy, or by its communication
strategy.
The Political Attitudes of Divided European Citizens Feb 20 2022
This book unveils the significant impact of the European integration
process on the political thinking of European citizens. With close
attention to the interrelation between social and political divisions, it
shows that an integrated Europe promotes consensus but also propagates
growing dissent among its citizens, with both objective inequalities and
the subjective perception of these inequalities fuelling political dissent.
Based on original data sets developed from two EU-funded projects
across eight and nine European countries, the volume demonstrates the
important role played by the social structure of European social space in
conditioning political attitudes and preferences. It shows, in particular,
that Europeans are highly sensitive to unequal living conditions between
European countries, thus affecting their political support of national
politics and the European Union. As such, it will appeal to scholars of
sociology and politics with interests in Europe and the European Union,
European integration and political sociology.
Creating European Citizens Sep 05 2020 Exploring a key aspect of
European integration, this clear and thoughtful book considers the

remarkable experiment with common rights and citizenship in the EU.
Explaining this innovation—why states cede their sovereignty and
eradicate or redefine the boundaries of the political community by
including "foreigners"—Willem Maas analyzes the development of
European citizenship within the larger context of the evolution of rights.
More than simply a free trade market, the goal of building a community
among peoples—creating European citizens—has informed European
integration since its origins. The author argues that its success or failure
will not only determine the future of Europe but provide lessons for
political integration elsewhere.
Direct Democracy in the EU Jan 28 2020 This book is concerned with
the two-pronged question of how the relationship between citizens, the
state and EU institutions has changed, and how direct democratic
participation can be improved in a multi-layered Union.
A Union Against Unions Jan 10 2021 A comprehensive history and
analysis of the Minneapolis Citizens Alliance, a union of Minneapolis
business owners, in their campaign against organized labor. Copyright ©
Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Debating European Citizenship Oct 19 2021 This open access book
raises crucial questions about the citizenship of the European Union. Is it
a new citizenship beyond the nation-state although it is derived from
Member State nationality? Who should get it? What rights and duties
does it entail? Should EU citizens living in other Member States be able
to vote there in national elections? If there are tensions between free
movement and social rights, which should take priority? And should the
European Court of Justice determine what European citizenship is about
or the legislative institutions of the EU or national parliaments? This
book collects a wide range of answers to these questions from legal
scholars, political scientists, and political practitioners. It is structured as
a series of three conversations in which authors respond to each other.
This exchange of arguments provides unique depth to the debate
The Civic Citizens of Europe Sep 25 2019 In this work Moritz Jesse
analyses the legal framework within which inclusion of immigrants into
the receiving societies can take place. The inclusion of immigrants
cannot be enforced by law. However, legislation must provide the room
within which integration can take place legally. By studying residence

titles, procedures and other sources in a comparative and critical way,
Jesse wants to discover whether the legal potential for integration in the
EU and the three Member States is sufficient for the inclusion of
immigrants.
Mapping attitudes towards the European Union. A comparative analysis
among European citizens of 27 member states Dec 21 2021 Master's
Thesis from the year 2014 in the subject Sociology - Culture,
Technology, Peoples / Nations, grade: 2.0, University of Heidelberg
(Institute of Sociology), language: English, abstract: The European
Union’s growing range of competences increases the degree of required
societal support among the member states’ citizens. This study intends to
‘map’ national attitudes towards the EU and to deduct their political
implications. Therefore, the concepts of i) identification with the EU and
ii) support of the EU are combined within a matrix of four ideal types.
Individuals are assigned to these four ideal types: the ‘EU-Enthusiasts’,
the ‘EU-Pragmatics’, the ‘sceptical EU-Idealists’, and the ‘EUOpponents’/’EU-Non-affected’. In this master thesis it is claimed that
the population share of the two ‘mixed’ ideal types - mostly neglected in
the literature – provide essential insight into national attitude towards the
EU: ‘sceptical EU-Idealists’ identify themselves as citizens of the EU
but are critical towards its politics; on the other hand, ‘EU-Pragmatics’
support the EU’s politics but do not identify with its institutions or its
community.
People and Parliament in the European Union Aug 24 2019 The
power of the European Parliament has been steadily and visibly
increasing, but the already low rate of turnout in European elections has
declined. This text analyzes these concepts of applicability at the
European level.
Democratic Citizenship and the Free Movement of People Jun 02 2020
Democratic states guarantee free movement within their territory to all
citizens, as a core right of citizenship. This book challenges the normal
way of thinking about freedom of movement by identifying the tensions
between the formal ideals that governments, laws, and constitutions
expound and actual practices, which fall short.
The European Union: A Very Short Introduction Apr 12 2021 John
Pinder and Simon Usherwood explain the EU in plain readable English.

They show how and why it has developed, how the institutions work,
and what it does - from the single market to the euro, and from
agriculture to the environment.
EU Citizenship Law and Policy Mar 31 2020 This theoretically
ambitious work combines analytical, institutional and critical approaches
in order to provide an in-depth, panoramic and contextual account of
European Union citizenship law and policy.
Citizens’ Support for the European Union Aug 29 2022 This book
offers a comprehensive analysis of the determinants of EU support
between 2006 and 2015, and of electoral behavior during the European
Parliament elections. In light of the Eurozone financial and debt crisis, it
also examines how political and economic turbulences have affected EU
citizens’ stance on democracy and their support for EU institutions. It
explores measures taken in the context of the Euro crisis management
and the reactions of EU citizens, in order to shed new light on the
determinants and developments of EU support. The author highlights the
heterogeneity of the developments between the member states and
identifies social, political, and economic facets of the crisis that have
changed the ways citizens form their political attitudes towards the EU.
The book delivers a profound account of the Euro crisis, integrating
approaches from political economy, psychology, sociology, and public
opinion research. It will appeal to scholars and anyone interested in
learning more about the declining citizen support in the EU and the
heterogeneous developments in the member states, which may
significantly endanger the long-term existence of the European Union.
Boundaries of European Social Citizenship Jul 24 2019 This edited
collection contributes to studies of intra-EU migration and mobility,
welfare, and European social citizenship by focusing on transnational
labour movements from new to the old EU member states
(Hungary–Austria, Bulgaria–Germany, Poland–UK and
Estonia–Sweden). The volume provides a comparative analysis of
formal organization and mobile individuals’ use of European social
security coordination, which involves mobile Europeans' access to and
portability of social security rights from the sending to the receiving
country (and back). The book discloses the selectivity criteria of welfare
provision in four areas (unemployment, family benefits, health

insurance, and pensions) that lay at heart of European cross-border
social security governance. It also identifies specific discourses of
belonging (gendered, ethnicized/racialized and class-related images of
‘Us’ and ‘Them’) that frame the institutional selectivity by constructing
images of mobile EUcitizens' ‘deserving’ or ‘non-deserving’ social
membership. The collection offers a detailed examination of inequality
experiences mobile EU citizens from the new EU countries encounter
while accessing and porting social security rights across borders. It will
be of interest to a wide range of social science and interdisciplinary
researchers, students, and practitioners as well as those interested in
intra-EU migration and mobility, social security, European social
citizenship, and transnational studies.
The Outer Limits of European Union Law Nov 27 2019 A commonly
expressed view is that the citizens and the Member States are destined to
be overcome by the European Union. There is a sense that the Union of
today is not what was intended to be created or acceded to by the
Member States or its citizens. The Outer Limits of European Union Law
brings together a diverse group of legal scholars to consider aspects of
EU substantive, constitutional and procedural law in a manner
highlighting the many senses in which the European Union is or can be
limited and so demonstrating that the fear of being overcome is largely a
false fear. By exploring the mechanisms and devices used to limit the
European Union, the contributors also reveal not only the strengths of
the various limits, but also and more crucially the weakness of the limits
, thereby demonstrating that the prospect of being overcome may be a
genuine risk to be guarded against. By considering general themes (eg
legitimacy) and core subject areas (eg policing, free movement of goods,
remedies) the book reveals the various techniques used by the Court of
Justice, Community institutions and Member States to define and modify
the outer limits of the European Union and European Union Law.
EU Citizenship and Federalism Jan 22 2022 Kochenov's definitive
collection examines the under-utilised potential of EU citizenship,
proposing and defending its position as a systemic element of EU law
endowed with foundational importance. Leading experts in EU
constitutional law scrutinise the internal dynamics in the triad of EU
citizenship, citizenship rights and the resulting vertical delimitation of

powers in Europe, analysing the far-reaching constitutional implications.
Linking the constitutional question of federalism and citizenship, the
volume establishes an innovative new framework where these rights
become agents and rationales of European integration and legal change,
located beyond the context of the internal market and free movement. It
maps the role of citizenship in this shifting landscape, outlining key
options for a Europe of the future.
Polycentricity in the European Union Jul 16 2021 Analyses European
Union governance from the perspective of polycentric theory, aimed at
improvements in achieving individual self-governance.
European Citizenship after Brexit Aug 17 2021 This book is open
access under a CC BY 4.0 license. This Open Access book investigates
European citizenship after Brexit, in light of the functionalist theory of
citizenship. No matter its shape, Brexit will impact significantly on what
has been labelled as one of the major achievements of EU integration:
Citizenship of the Union. For the first time an automatic and collective
lapse of status is observed. It is a form of involuntary loss of citizenship
en masse, imposed by the automatic workings of the law on EU citizens
of exclusively British nationality. It does not however create
statelessness and it is likely to be tolerated under international law. This
loss of citizenship is connected to a reduction of rights, affecting not
solely the former Union citizens but also second country nationals in the
United Kingdom and their family members. The status of European
citizenship and connected rights are first presented. Chapter Two focuses
on the legal uncertainty that afflicts second country nationals in the
United Kingdom as well as British citizens, turning from expats to postEuropean third country nationals. Chapter Three describes the
functionalist theory and delineates three ways in which it applies to
Brexit. These three directions of inquiry are developed in the following
chapters. Chapter Four focuses on the intension of Union citizenship:
Which rights can be frozen? Chapter Five determines the extension of
Union citizenship: Who gets to withdraw the status? The key finding is
that while Member states are in principle free to revoke the status of
Union citizen, former Member states are not unbounded in stripping
Union citizens of their acquired territorial rights. Conclusions are drawn
and policy-suggestions summed up in the final chapter.
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